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theory are addressed in the volume's seven chap‐

In the wake of September 11 and the "War on

ters.

Terrorism," the Kosovo War of 1999 and its impli‐

Many observers viewed the Kosovo War as

cations seem to have slipped into oblivion. Pub‐

paradigmatic especially as it was allegedly won by

lished on the eve of September 11 and thus un‐

air power alone. Various contributions to this vol‐

able to address the attacks on U.S. soil, Andrew J.

ume make clear, however, that it would be a

Bacevich and Eliot A. Cohen's edited volume, War

grave mistake to take the Kosovo War as proof of

over Kosovo: Politics and Strategy in a Global

winning wars exclusively by aerial bombardment

Age, nonetheless provides valuable insights into

or regarding it as the paradigmatic war of the

the emerging security challenges of the twenty-

twenty-first century.

first century.

In his chapter, William M. Arkin convincingly

The most pressing questions of the "victori‐

argues that "to see in Operation Allied Forces the

ous" Kosovo War pertain to what it potentially

validation of any theory about warfare or doc‐

tells us about the use of force in the first half of

trine would be sheer nonsense" (p. 26). Against

the twenty-first century. Bacevich and Cohen's in‐

the background of a crisply written history of the

troductory chapter claims that the Kosovo War

seventy-eight-day air campaign over Kosovo,

crystallized a fundamentally new "American way

Arkin shows that while NATO's strategy involved

of war" and that "in many respects the Kosovo

the most precise application of air power it also

War holds the key to understand that decade" (p.

concealed "a legion of political, military, intelli‐

x). Placing this conflict in broader perspective, the

gence, and leadership mistakes" (p. 28). For him,

implications of this war for NATO's role in the

NATO's real plan "rested on a single unstated as‐

post-Cold War era, strategy, the "Revolution in Mil‐

sumption: As soon as Milosevic saw that NATO

itary Affairs," civil-military relations, and just-war

meant business, he would sue for terms" (p. 7).
This plan was unsuccessful but Milosevic's own
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strategy to erode NATO's political consensus failed

war. Along the lines of Arkin's argument, Cohen

as well. Thus, according to Arkin the most likely

stresses the pivotal role of NATO, recognizing a

key to success was NATO's cohesion despite inter‐

"coalition habit" of contemporary American strat‐

nal struggles.

egy (p. 51). In fact Cohen claims that "the mainte‐
nance of a coalition became something of an ob‐

Anatol Lieven's paper strikes a similar sober

jective in itself," stemming from the desire for po‐

note concerning the implications of the Kosovo

litical legitimacy abroad and at home (p. 51). Fur‐

War. He contends that it neither represents an ab‐

thermore, Cohen warns of a new military central‐

solute confirmation of air power and the "Revolu‐

ization, ushering in what he characterizes as a

tion in Military Affairs," nor should it be regarded

troubling development: the rise of the theater

as the characteristic war of the first half of the

Commanders in Chief (CINCs) as "imperial pro‐

twenty-first century. Invoking Somalia, Lieven

consuls" (p. 58).

maintains "that orderly, 'sanitized,' limited war
such as the kind NATO fought over Kosovo has

Similarly, James Kurth's chapter stresses the

been very much the exception historically and is

pivotal role the new U.S. grand strategy plays in a

likely to remain the exception in the future" (p.

thorough understanding of the Kosovo War.

104). Lieven identifies failing states, "where chaos,

Spurred by post-Cold War transformations (secu‐

organized crime, and terrorism have supplanted

rity system, global economic system, and Ameri‐

the civil order" (p. 102), as the most complicated

can social system) U.S. grand strategy under Presi‐

dangers, resonating with well-known arguments

dent Clinton converted Wilsonian "liberal interna‐

of shifts from war between states to war within

tionalism" into "liberal globalism," characterized

states. In face of these new security challenges,

by an ideology of human rights and open society,

Lieven concludes that the U.S. military's overall

aiming "ultimately to eliminate all economic or

approach "displays a dangerous degree of wishful

social borders everywhere in the world" (p. 69).

thinking" (p. 114). In addition, Lieven engages ar‐

Resembling the prototype of Huntington's "clash

guments about the United States's broader strate‐

of civilizations" (p. 74), the Kosovo War, Kurth up‐

gy as the sole remaining superpower in the post-

holds, "was the first war that the United States un‐

Cold War era, suggesting that campaigns such as

dertook to carry out its grand strategy for the

those in the Balkans resemble old-fashioned "im‐

global era" (p. 93), waging it for institutional and

perial policing" (p. 98). Lieven highlights, howev‐

ideological purposes. Above all, the conflict

er, contemporary differences to past campaigns,

sought to further NATO's raison d'etre in the glob‐

predominantly the decline of public tolerance for

al era. Despite victory, Kurth suggests that it might

failure despite greatly increased risks. He sees the

have been a "Pyrrhic one" in terms of facilitating

greatest threat from "the commitment of U.S.

future out-of-area operations and informal NATO

forces to occupy territories, and above all great

enlargement (p. 84). Moreover, in Russia, China,

cities, in the face of a bitterly hostile population

and India, Kurth identifies major sources of resis‐

and amidst a mixture of cultural ignorance, poor

tance to this "American-led global revolution" (p.

intelligence, racist hostility, brutality, and demor‐

70). In sum, humanitarianism is still more of a fig

alization that affect its own forces and civilian

leaf than an actual motive and for Kurth "the

population" (p. 119).

United States does not seem likely to undertake a
humanitarian war in large areas of the world

Elliot A. Cohen's essay "Kosovo and the New

where it has no traditional or obvious national in‐

American Way of War" argues that the Kosovo

terest" in the future (p. 83).

War illustrated and crystallized the extent of
America's departure from its traditional way of
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Albert R. Coll's contribution ultimately warns

As a whole, War over Kosovo is a strikingly

against this "humanitarianism as fig leaf." Exam‐

heterogeneous collection of essays. Seemingly un‐

ining the moral complexities of the Kosovo war by

constrained by overarching conceptual or organi‐

utilizing just-war theory along its two fundamen‐

zational principles, the volume illuminates the

tal axes (rightness of causes and rightness of

conflict from multiple angles, rendering seven in‐

means), Coll characterizes the Kosovo War as

dependently refreshing and original accounts.

morally justified in "light of the responsibilities

The editors' introduction acknowledges the range

the United States faces today as the world's pre‐

of contributions, which often share not much

eminent power" (p. 124). However, it seems hypo‐

more than the "conviction that the Kosovo War

critical and might undermine American credibili‐

merits something more than self-congratulations

ty should the United States resist "the Wilsonian

or instant oblivion" (p. xiv). This is at times, how‐

logic on issues where its application does not

ever, very little and the reader is left wondering

serve America's own interests" (p. 148). Strikingly

about the motive of selecting this set of contribu‐

absent from Coll's account is an engagement with

tions. It is all the more astonishing since similar

Appendix B of the Rambouillet negotiations and

themes surface in various chapters and an at‐

with the controversial genealogy of "just-war the‐

tempt at more explicitly relating the individual

ory."

contributions with one anther would have bene‐
fited the flow and continuity of contributions and

Referring explicitly to Cohen's notion of a

thus the volume's coherence. This is amplified by

"new American way of war," Andrew J. Bacevich's

the absence of a concluding chapter, the only real

chapter, "Neglected Trinity: Kosovo and the Crisis

shortcoming of War over Kosovo. It would have

in U.S. Civil-Military Relations," links this new

provided an opportunity to more explicitly con‐

American style of war to a mix of strategic aspira‐

nect the individual chapters and condense the

tions and domestic cultural constraints. He main‐

overall implications. Furthermore, the lack of en‐

tains that the reconciliation of strategy and cul‐

gagement with International Relations theory is

ture produced a new realignment of Clausewitz's

striking. As such, the reader is at times not only

pivotal trinity (state, military, people) governing

left in the dark with respect to the author's theo‐

armed conflict. This "post-liberal, postindustrial,

retical (ideological) bent but crucial insights could

postmodern, and postheroic" (p. 171) civil-mili‐

have been elaborated on more succinctly as, for

tary compact, being on display for the first time in

example, the notion of "unipolarity" or "openness"

Kosovo, is inherently flawed since it "is incompati‐

as it relates to liberal theories of international re‐

ble with traditional military professionalism and

lations. Nevertheless, War over Kosovo is an intel‐

it poses an unacceptable risk to democratic prac‐

lectually stimulating collection of essays, not lim‐

tice" (p. 183).

ited to international relations specialists. It pro‐

Michael G. Vicker's final chapter of the vol‐

vides insightful engagements with the Kosovo

ume, "Revolution Deferred: Kosovo and the Trans‐

War and its implications for the security environ‐

formation of War" explores "the connection be‐

ment of the twenty-first century.

tween the RMA [Revolution in Military Affairs] de‐
bate and the war in Kosovo" (p. 190). Vicker ar‐
gues that the Kosovo War highlighted the discrep‐
ancy between capabilities and requirements. For
him the major lesson of the Kosovo War lies in its
exposure of "institutional impediments to a real
transformation of the American military" (p. 191).
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